HITTING THE ROUND TRIP TRAIL ON CATALINA ISLAND—The National league champions of 1929, Chicago’s Cubs, rehearse for an act that the home town hopes to see again early next fall—with a slight variation in results. Spring training in California, as this idyllic panorama indicates, is something below zero in hardships. (Photograph from Pacific and Atlantic.)

GABBY HARTNETT’S WHIPPING ‘EM DOWN TO SECOND AGAIN with all his oldtime speed and vigor, according to report from the Wrigley island. And we hold our breath with the hope that the oncecrippled pinion will still be healthy by the time this page meets your eye. (Photograph from Pacific and Atlantic.)

ADD HERALDS OF SPRING—Opposing no resistance whatever to the temptation of warm, sunny days, the “Junior Wolves” brew strategy for the season’s baseball campaign at Ashland boulevard and Leland avenue. (Photograph unattributed.)

WHEN FOG BLINDED A BIRDMAN, and he saw a sheer headland of stone in front of him, he zoomed up suddenly and gained the edge of the precipice, wrecking the ship but saving his own life and that of a passenger. The pilot was W. P. Bottomley, and the crag is at Green Pond, N. J. (Photograph from Pacific and Atlantic.)

THE SPIRIT OF YOUTH AMERICA—You see the youngest rookie in the White Sox spring training camp at first key, 5-year-old grandson of late Mr. Courteny Connelly known as “the Old Roman.” The young Mr. Charles has been taking his daily workout with all the earnestness of a veteran. (Photograph from White World.)

COMING UP FOR AIR, it is presumed, the stately outline of the Furniture Mart pushes its towering extremities above the back of a dense Chicago fog. The camera, scanning the upper surface of the fog from Tribune tower, found this isolated structure looming before it to the eastward. (Photograph unattributed.)

INNOCENTS FROM ABROAD arrive in Chicago after a voyage alone across the sea. They are Peter, 6 years old, and Mary, 4, children of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Labowe of 504 South Aberdeen street; the parents came to Chicago some six months ago, leaving them with their grandparents in Luxembourg. (Photograph unattributed.)